
Redefining Onboard 
Guest Experience 

Next-gen digital onboard Property Management System



iTravel ONBOARD will be 
core to a cruise line's 

digital strategy to deliver a 
seamless personalized 

experience to customers 
across the trip life cycle. 



The functions of an on-board ship Property Management System (PMS) 
have grown dramatically over time. Today's system has to facilitate the 
provision of best possible client experience while effectively controlling 
operations and vessel security. The system must also be tightly integrated 
with a cruise lines' shore-side systems to monitor fleet wide activity and 
trends to enhance marketing, product planning, crew management, and 
financial reporting. This must all be done in the context of the lowest 
possible cost of ownership.

IBS' iTravel ONBOARD,  the next-generation solution suite for onboard 
property, passenger and crew management reflects the industry evolution 
described. It is a tightly coupled series of modules that integrates closely 
with CRM and Reservation Systems to provide functionality that meets the 
demands of a cruise line to maximize its clients' satisfaction & revenue, and 
provide immediate access to real time data across the whole fleet, thus 
allowing effective product planning and marketing decision support. It 
provides for a secure vessel operating environment and tools, to ensure that 
the quality of the passengers' on board experience is best in class. 
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Take control of the entire 
spectrum of onboard 

activities and operations 
using iTravel ONBOARD, 

providing a seamless 
experience to your 

customers.



Check-in 

Fully automated and quick check-in 
process with multiple devices 

including mobile, iPads & multiple 
methods to identify passengers like 

passport scans, credit card swipe, 
bar code scan or folio card. 

Point of Sale (POS) 
Supporting a cash free 

environment onboard, iTravel 
ONBOARD's point-of-sale systems 

can be installed at food & 
beverage, retail, medical and spa 

outlets to enable sales through 
onboard key cards or credit cards.

Stock Management 
Take full control of your stock with 
real time inventory management 
across the fleet, centralized 
control of purchasing, vendor 
management and invoicing.

Track, manage and book shore 
excursions, events and services 
onboard to increase revenue per 
passenger.

Shore 
Excursions & 
Events 

Dining Management 
Improved cruise dining 

operations with interactive 
dining room layouts, easy table 
assignments & real time order 

tracking with support for 
multiple devices. 

Crew Management 
& Payroll 

Simplified crew scheduling & payroll 
management including 

comprehensive recruitment 
procedures and storage of 

employment records, crew safety & 
operational certification tracking.

Next generation PMS system built 
specifically for the cruise industry. 
Fully integrated with reservation 
and CRM systems to deliver 
personalized guest experiences and 
relying on automation to boost 
operational efficiency.

iTravel ONBOARD PMS 

Our Offerings
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Enhanced Onboard Passenger 

Entry/Embarkation

Check-in

CRUISE

Boarding

ONBOARD 

Kiosks check-in, 
Verify Passenger & CC information

App to explore the Ship
Dining options
Entertainment & Events onboard

Online web check- in 
Baggage tag printout



Experience through Digitalization

At the Port

Disembarkation

VIRTUAL
TOUR

At the Ship/Sea

Access gangways through mobile 
Virtual Ship Tour
View and book shore excursions, onboard events 
View restaurant menus and block dining tables
View and book onboard amenities
Provide electronic feedback

Upload photos to guest app

Kiosks to capture feedback 
Book future cruises
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The functional architecture 
of iTravel ONBOARD is 

conceived in a way to enable 
Ships/Cruiselines to exploit 
technology and offer better 

onboard experience.



iTravel ONBOARD 
Functional Architecture
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Shore Partner

Crew Payroll
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Mobile App

POS

Door Locks

Interactive

TV

Dining

WIFI

Telephone

System

Generic

Crew Payroll

Debit Cards

Credit Cards

Approvals

Manifesting APIs

Voyage Journal 
System

Gangway Security

Crew and Vessel 
Management

Foreign Exchange

Stock Management

ONBOARD

Pax / Crew 
Manifest  

Central 
Billing / 

Cabin Folios

Check-In / 
Embarkation

Crew and Guest 
Mobile apps

Dining 
Management

Shore-Ex / 
Onboard Events

POS, Bar, Restaurant, 
Medical, Spa

Self Service Software - Mobile Apps & Kiosks

iTravel ONBOARD Guests iTravel ONBOARD Crew Kiosks 

Mobile app for 
guest to explore the 
ship, book dining & 
services and track 
bills & activities.

To boost productivity 
through anywhere 
accessible operational 
data.

To manage various processes like:
Check-in  Feedback Management  | |
Ship Explore  Credit Card Registration | | 
Book Excursions  Book Dining  | |
Book Events  Book Future Cruises| 
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iTravel ONBOARD  - Value Proposition

 + Helps sell a host of ancillary services 
 + Proposes the right products through various 

channels (including mobile) through better 
understanding of on board passengers 

 + Functionally and technically superior platform that is intuitive, easy to use 
    and deploy (both cloud and web based) 
 + Increases touch points for customer as well as crew through 
     mobile friendly applications 

 + Integrates with iTravel Cruise and helps derive a view of total 
customer spend across reservation and on board systems

  + Allows quick connectivity with other on board systems 
through extended aggregation engine

Single solution that covers the entire range of onboard operations 
 + Includes all key modules - Passenger, Crew, Check-in, POS, Stock, dining, etc. and  
     onboard network and infrastructure support
 + Focuses on efficiency for each key user 

Allows seamless integration 
with multiple systems

Enabling higher revenue generation and 
not just operational efficiency 

User friendly platform that increases touch points for customers 
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